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ADMINISTRATION, ORGANIZATION AND PLANNING OT EDUCATION'

1. AL/r Wel. Rural Education .... Pakistan Times (Rawalpindi).

'Tune 1, 1981. .

The shortage of teachers in rural areas is acute. Earl, this,

year in-lialkbt district alone, 66 schools for girl* closed
down, whereas in 4hapg district, 117 schools met 'a similar

fats for want ot trained teachers. These art only a few of
0

the neserlmas instances of schools having closed becauie CY
non-availability of teachers. Another serious,problem which-
ii eroding the fabric of primary do ation is the existence

4LsE;
'of gbett schools. Sometide ba .ans ficidl surxey detected

...',' i school which had remain osed since 1972; but the
school teacher,there was getting his pay regularly. It.was

discovered recently thst in Morkhonda fictitious schools had

been opensd in non4existent "Marla and teachers posted
)

there were regularly drawing their salaries. The nitusticn

obviously underlines the failure of the inspection staff to

do their duty. The appointment of a senior officer at every

district and divisional education office 40 conduct surprie
raids tholetect ghost schools might prove an effective check

against the evil. -

. _
. ,

2. AZAD, Mohammad Husain. schoolon Kay Liye Alag Nisamat-e-Waleed
Ka miillat.$ (The Problem ofik Separate Directorate-of .

Education for Sdhools)" Mashriq (Karachi) April 2, 1981 (1)%)

A

In all the provinies except Punjab, a separate directorate

of education for schools and colleges is /Unctioiing.

Separate diiectorate.oreducation must alio be set up

in,Punjab. Justice demands that (1) there should be separate

directorates of 4Suiation both for the schools and colleges.
It will create uniformity 10 the system of education in-all

provinces. 2) Pe person bearing bad character should be

appointed as Director of-Education. 31 At.the moment four

cadres exist. In order to btain better results all the four

cadres should be erged into one.

I.
.

3. DEAN, Vohn Charles. Englieh Medium ----Pakistan Times

(Rawalpindi) April 25, 1981.
,

The Goiernment of.Pikistan is trying its utmost to switch

over to Urdu as the Mediu. of'instruction. The parents, on the .

other hand, prefer toand their children to Englibh-sediusl
- 1 -
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schools, of which there is no shortage in Lahore and other
cities. It takih just a Ow. months-for these schools to,be
filled to capacity - and some ven overflow. Along with the .

money flowing in, one finds that thee. schools mploy louts
to entice the parents away from One school to a other with,
promise of promotion to unsuccessfUl students into the next
higher class.lven doublepromotions are grantOd in're.turn
for donations.,Sote schools boast of having viry highly paid
spff, bia have 19(reality only alrelatiOr tkaching there at
a phenomenal'salaty.. All these need to be tskei note of by
the governmett. Mauch schools are allowed to function freely,
tbe future of our childrewis known to us. Such coimercial
institutions needIto be closed hown immediately.

4. HAUNT, Kbalid Nahmood. Sóhool Nein Dekhley (Admiision in
Schools) /mros (Lahore) April 291 1981 (U).

Only a siall number of children are admitted in schools throfgh
proper tests and interviews. Recomaendations sOld other nethods
are adopted in the matter of,admissiona. Tests and interviews
in cases are token but nd importanceis giyefl to them. The
basis of admission these'days is either recommendations from
semi higher up oi bribery. Particularly thie method of
admiesion.lis rampant in girl iihools. It is high time that
such malpractices are stoppsd..Admission in schools should he
open to 111 and on the basis of merit. There should be no
discrimination. /f discrimination enters ip educition,

the standard of education will further go down.
.

5. iQBAL,:maid. Niji Ta'aleemi Idaron Xi 'Ahmiyat we Ifadiyet
(Tho Importance and ytility ot priirate Schools) Boron (Lahore)
June 1511981 (U),.

Without priiate schools, the question of admissions would
\ have become very serioue. /n view of the importance.snd

utility Of privat. some,suggestions.are given
below: 1) The Government should restore the confidence of the
people without,further delay. 2) There must be some
errangementa of oo-relationsbetween the government and,tbe,
private inititutions. Such arrangements.will help develop
mutual confidence and trust. 3) 14 ual rights and facilities
should be provided"to the Government and private,institutions.
4) Txaniietion of class V should bp declared as.Public Ixamn
so that the etudents belOnging to private schools could also
sitfor the examination alongwith the students of the/
Government schools. 5) The test which is.held for the
admission of class V1, may also-be declared open for the student

- 2



students of class V belonging to private sabols. There should
also be no distinction between the students of the,Oovernment s,

end, the students of private schools.

6. RIAU, °hulas Yaseen. Ychkama-e-Talaleem (Thd Department of
.rucation) Nawa$ Waqt (Rawalpindi) JObe 21 1981 (1).

The teaching staff of the,Dapartment Of Education in Punjab
is divided in six or seven cadrem,,In the beginning there was
a common cadre for both the school and cal's% teacher. This
common cadre was divided in two,An 1954. According to this,'a
c011ege lecturer could not become Inspector ot Schools, and a
Inspector of schools could not become a lecturer.

ln the administration of school ducatio61 college cadr his,

the upper hand. Like.the.Divisional Directorates, most4f the
'key posts of the secoidary Education Board are now under college
.cadre. in,-order to !poly, this problem, a separate Directorate
for sphool cadre nhfUld be established in very Division. The
absepde of separate directorate his created a sense of
disappointment among the teacheis of school.cadre. Another
point that needs ta,be taken into account is that the post .

of Chairman of SeCondary Educational Imards should be Tilled
up,by School nild College cadreoplternatively.

7. OBMUND, Bs Unapproved Schoola.--- - Morning News (KaraChi)
April 10, 1981.

There are several prisii-iyNand Middle schools in the country,
that are-unrecognised and Uiapiroved. Also a large number of
private high school clesses'are,conducted by agencies,
interested'in helping students. Many of these unrecognieed
schoolsgare'very efficiently run by priiate managements and
the students and the teacher's, get all the attention required

, to have classes conducted i I peattful atmosphere. The
behaviour of t'he .!:tfCcztr acd,the tenchirs and thc-results of
these schools in examinations show What genuine work is dom.'
Sue schools need all the.attention they deaervd. If"according
to the policy of the GOvernment private agencies are encouraged
to' open new Iihools, and education.is made 'compulsory, whynot
make a start by recognising the existi unapproved schools
'This mill bk_a great encouragement to th4 atqdents Who are now- c
in a sorry pa t ad thqy do not have iu enticated documents
to get into ram ised Ustitutes. AlsO such recognition might .

be aa added incentive to the teachers of these schoold who
are.deprived of the recognition and the status necessary for
this noble profession. 7

- 3 -
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8. SHAIKH, A. R. Tijarati Ta'aleedi Idaray'Oommercial Zducational ,

Institutions) MI. Toros (Lahore) June 17, 19.01 (U).

The Governnent has done a good job in allowing4the opening of .
private schools..pwever; as-the Government has not specified

;- 4y policy7for this purpose, a uush400m of schools have come.
up purely 'Ow commercial blasts. Instead of solving the problem
of adMissions, thee. sclobla have cteated.a number of problems.
kajoriti of the owners of private schools are fleecing money
from the poor students. The ptandard of education in th'ese
scboolp is far from satisfactory. Teachers are not well qualified,,
.the en irdnaent is'not comma", buildings are not properly
' mainta ned, 'furniture is not adequate, and.basic amenities
.areitissing. The number of studihts in a class tit those schools
exeeeds the accommodation.,All these matters need tip attention
of the Government.

.

9; SRAIKR, Tahir Lateef. Private AChools Pakistan Times
(Raliorpindi) May 11, 1981.

The growth of the 'school industry' is a clear pointer to
the fict that existing facilities provided by the

. governMent lag far behind the actual requirements.,/t is high
. time something was doie to-remedy the situation.
,Nationalisation is no answeri is the situation in the already
nationalised schools is nobetter. There is teed to closely'
watch the ctivities of these institutions. /t is summated
that an indepehdent cell be created in the Kducation
Department to have a close liasan-with the bwners of-the
schoOls, the teachers; the students-and the students' parent:
in 'Order to know their difficulties. /t should be mode

. .

inCumbent upon the people to obtain permission from the 1

governnent before opening any such school. Before iamuing
the permission, it shoUld be enaured that adequate facilities
in all fields exist. Such a permission has to be followed up

by poilddicatirprise. checks. The government should also check
the fee struCture of these schools and regulate that, It should

.)
also be made compulaory to submit tha accounts statement to
the government periOdicaliy. A,cOndition preced t for the

grant,oT permission should be that school.name.a ould exist
in the /ncome Tax record.

10. SIDDIQ, Khawja ',whammed.- Tealeem Kay'Parogh Mein Niji
Ta'aleemi Idaron Ka Hissa (The Role of Private Schools in the
PrdMotion-of ucatiOn) Mashilq (Karachi) April 15 1981-(0:

Thi Government has taken acomendable step in allowing the
establishment tf primate schoole.iihat is needed is to provide

. .

-
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same Lacilities to these private inetitutions that are
being provided 6) th Governmint schbols.'ititlowing steps

are stggesteds 11 (4rivate.scbools'ehOuld be brought
at par 4ith the Government schools so far ss.mdmission fee
is concerned. 2) *These institutions hould be treated as
a welfare institutions and not commercial., 3) Suitable
atmosphere should be created to prosper these private -

institutions. .4) flo student should be promoted to the higher.
class who does not pals the exeminations held under the
Boara. These steps, if taken, will improve the standard.of .

edudation.

Amu 1101IC

. 4

11. AHNAD, Masood. Nakhandgi Aur Jehalat Ka Mesta/a (The
problem of./lliteracy) jang (Rawalpindi) April 24, 1981 to).

The centers for adult eddeation crn be opened in ell educational
inatitations under the supervision and guidance vf cur able
thaciers. Students of higher classes can serve metescher.
These seaters .pan work without incurring xtra expenditure
and buiden bn the government. Black board of the ahhoofs can

..be.used for this purpose, The classen for the adult
edUcatioa him be bold in the after noon after the realer
classes are over schoola and collages. Students who take
the responsibili y,of teaching the adults should be awarded
special merit certificates. These s.udent/ teachers should le
provided Neekly guideace by regvlar teachers. Kducatidn in
all Centers must be Tree. Books and stOionary should also
be distributed free of cost. The expenditure should be borne
1),y the government. These suggeations, if given due attention,
mey help red/co the ratio of 'illiteracy.

'CONEARACIVE EDUCATION F

12. WAD, Rasheed. Roos.Aur Chem Ka Nizam-e-Talaliam (Zducati.on
system of Russia' and China) Ins Tafaliem Ki Nazaryati Asa.,
230..133. Rawalpindi, Nadeem Publications, 1981 /n).

4
Education system depends on the prey:Mug cohditions in a

country. rChang4012 thditenditiodd,-affikst.the educetionil-.
it up. Russia and China ire two countries where revolution
changed the entire complex of li-e. Ai a result, basic changes

4i
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' also took place in the du.stiqp eystem.

Before revolution in Russia, education was contimed to rich
classis. The revolgtion gave new impetus: to ducation. The
objlective of the elucat4on was AQ more mere learning. It was
.for the.change in 1110. Education became centralised. and the
whole educational set'up'was controlled by a central

. organisation. dome mention is made of the prevailing practices

i;

n the educational f4eld. .

,

China education was already well-spread in the\country.
ter revolution', ducation was re-designed and it was based

on two boils principles. One, to create in children lose
0: the ideology; and two the Preparation of professional
experts forothe purpose of economic progress. The details bf
the present day Chinese education system are briefly
'described.

a

13. CBAUOBARY, Mohammad Ashraf. Bartania Ka.Nisam -0 -Talaleem
(ritish Education Byhtes1) - - In! Tafaleem Ki Nataryati Amass
219.223. Rawalpindi, Nadeem Publications, 1081 (11).-

ui

Till ighteenp Century, there was no regular -education system
in Britain. There were some achoorunder,religious
organisations. Even in Oxford & Cambridge only those got
admitted whn wera followers of ChUTCt of ingland. With the
establis ent of London University,in 1886, first time the
educati was free from the religidUs control: With the
strong honing of democracy, the ducalion system in England
also changed and improvd.

.

Today in England expernditure on ed catiCh is *considered
investment in future. Loial authoi tlei in Britain are very
active in the field of ducation. There :Irv-three types of
schools: grAimar schools, public schools apd schools
established upder'local'authoritiee. Education is compulsory
.from 6 years U.16 years. primary schools ieceive special
attention in the:British education system. First publtc
examination takes place at the age of .16 and admission in
eniversity depends on grades of this examination.'Previounly
there wen...only two universities in Brita4n. Nou ehere are
universities in every 'and in many cities more than
'on,.

Ms.

- 6 -



14. PIRSALA, Iftikhar Husain Paean. Amriks Ka Waleemi Nizam
(American education System) ---- Ins Tateleem ei Nazaryati Asas,
224-229. Rawalpindi, 'Melees Publications, 1931 (13).

. In American education system, teacher plays a pivotal role.
Ris duties Fre not confined to mere syallabus and school
walls. Special emphasis is laid in America on teacher training
programmikeconomically and statuk -wise teachers in America
occypy probinant place.

In Americen education system, there are three types of
schoolss local public schools, state public schools and
non-publiceschoola. The local public schools are Spread all
over the'country, specially in rural areas. These schools are

(run by 1001 people and are popular every where. State public
schools are established by respective itsfes, end governed
by the state laws.

The educational set up is not uniform in America. AlthoUgh
education is a local issue, however, central government also
plays an important rcae. It gives grants..-to schools, colleges
and universities and.determine the conditionsunder which
these funds are.tq be utilized.

cuureivom

15. RAQ, )4ohammad Anwarul. School Maths ---- Pakilstan filmes

(Rawalpindi) June 6, 1981.-

iThe present mathematic curriculum ie unrealistic. Yt is not
Nmderstood why an overwhelming stress is laid on the theory
of sete.at the expense of a sound and broad-based
introductOn to the classical branches of mathematics. N9(
doubt ebdern mathematizal.methods need to be taught to the
children at an eafly stage but to suddenly over-load thelr
mind 4ith unfamiliar and difficult concepts, without giving
them an Opportunity to gain a grounding in simple algebra,
geometry and arithmetic, is bound to create a sacre them

for the subject. This has been noticably reflected in the
falling stanAard of Arades in mathematics,'and is an am19.e
proof that the introAUction of this curriculum has been a
failure. :he authorities, therefore, teed to make suitable
amendments at the earliest.

-
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16., SHAIKH, Asphar Ali. Role of Education /n Socio-economic
Revelopmentfof m ;country ---- In: Perspectives in Education, 23-33.
Lahore, Asiz Publisgers, 1981.

The days when education was viewed aa an expensive social
' service, are gone. Today schooling is viewed as a capital

investient in human resources. The outlay on education is
deemed tp.be a critical debermpint of ecoilmicgrowth. The
views ottOlveral rehowned economists have also been cited in
this regard. The recommendations of National commission'on
Education has also been quoted briefly.*

Theyole 9f education as an neent of socialization and cultursi
transmission is a centuries old concept. 'The effect of
education on social mobility is specially large in developing
countries. Education can thus play an important role in thee*
countries in the form of a middle calss and informed
electorate'besic to democratic society.

/t is concluded that alongwith several 9ther economic and
social welfare measures which are cruxial for the realization
of a nation's economic and ocial goals, education is the
moat important means of mchiering tOese objectives.

EDUCOIDE PLRIMIWO'

17. ALAN, M. '."Elitism in Educrtional Planning ---- Dawn
/ (Karachi) Jun 981.

4

In the , year plan (1955-60) primary education
receive. per cent of the total allocation to
educilpio .. en the public sector and of this share only 37
per cent was actually spent. The allocation for this sector
increased only marginally over the next two plan periods.
primary education was made free as recently-as October 1972.
The neglect of piimary edusation etas mktched only by the
absence of programs to impart literacy to Adults. In 1960
more than 90 per cent of ill Pakistanis between the ages
of twenty and thirty 4ere illiterate. ,Themost rapid
expansion in the educational pyramid of coui.se took place
at its apex. The reasons were obvious. The newly launched
programa of development required manapers and engineers and
the iovernment needed.aore Administrators. These demands
were rapidly met as this was exactly'what the rich and

E. 8 -
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powerfUl needed for ir children. Even though schooling
at the tertiary level is five to eeven times coatiler than
primary echooling, enrolment in professional colleges and
universities over the period 1947-1980 expanded eighteen
times aed forty times respectively. The expansion in primary
education over th( same period was less than tan times.

18. MUHAMMAD, /nam. Pakistan Times (Rawalpindi)
April 171 1981.

In the past numerous conferencea were convened and
specialiaed planning boards and commissions were appointed
to study and recommend crucial aspects of national life,
particularly education. Hoards anA commissions kept on
coming and going, bringing in national policies and taking
these along with them as they left. Facilities kept on
expanding in all.areas and kinds of education. But the
success and effectiveness for the perioA from 1947 to 1970
can easily be measured and judged by the national dilemma
of the division of Pakistan, which occurred because of
ineffective educational system.. /n 1972, a new educational
policy was imposed. The significance of thia policy can be
measured by the fate of ita originatora. This was the same
year when the,deterioration in educationnl standards,
performance and discipline started. The current national
policy was designed in 1978. It emphaaized the need to
foster in the people in general nnd the students in
particular m deep and abiding loyalty to Islam and the
ideology of Pakistan. The private sector can belp the
government and the people in the field of education.

19. YUSUFI, Uzma, A Balanced Education ---- Dawni((arachi)
June 30, 1081.

The exigencies of the present time demand that arts people"
should also have some understand'ng of science, as a
scientist should have some inklings cf arta subjects.
The teachihg of science should, therefore, be so codified
that it can easily form a part of the general education.
Course of this type would, no doubt be of more value for
general education than a science course of the usual type.
A person who has attended a course of this kind, would have
a fairly good knowledge of that branch of science and how
it haa developed.

The future manager or the administrator would be more
effective than he at the present time ia, if he had some

- 9 -



inkling of scientific knowledge along with.his arts
subjects. /t iewtherefore, suggested that a much better
general education can be obtained at college/university
level by spending half the time on science course specially
planned for the purpose and the half on the arts course.

nant1Puartg.."8=NDARY EDUCATION

J,20. AHMAD, Razi, Rrimary Aur Aigh School (Primary and High School)
-.. Nawai Waqt (Rawaipindi) April 26, 1981 (p).410

In order to raise the ratio of literacy in the country, .

utmost importance needs to be gi7en to primary education.
It is unfortunate that Primary education in the country has
not received due attention. More and more primary schools
need to'be opened in the country. Due attention should also
be paid to the high schools. The important thing is to
improve the conditions ofpe existing schools, to raise the

. salary of the teachers, and to provide necessary facilities
tc all the i atitttions.

/t is a fa that nationalization of schools has further
deteriorated the standard of education. /t is unfortunate
that we are paying more attention to the colleges and
universities, and very little to primary and high schools.
This situation should be changed. It ia necessary that more
funds are allocated for the improvement of primary and high
schools. if

21. HUSAIN, Sadiq. Ibtedai Taf.aleem (Primary Education) ----
Nawai waqt (Rawalpindi) April 29, 1981 (U)..

There are very few trained ieachera for primary education.
Most of the primary schools are without trained teachers.
The non-availability of trained teachers is affecting the
standard of education. The curriculum of the primary schools
is defective in the sense that our children are loaded with
too many books. The teaching of Urdu, maths, science,
aocial sciencei, Islamiat and drawinik is atarted from
class /.

Although the number of primary schools has increased in
mire; areas, the standard of education has not improved.
This is so because necessary facilities are not provided
to these schools. While appointing a teacher, it must be
kept in mind that he has some teaching experience. In case

- 10-
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of headmaster experience is a must. In order to stop the
deterioration in the standard of education, regular
vigilance is necessary on all teachers. What is more, each
school must be inspected at least four or five times in a
year. These steps, if carried out Oncerely, will help in
improving the standard of primary eMucation.

22. SHAIKH, Asghar Ali. Buildings for Pakistani Primary
Schools ---- Ins Perspectives in Education, 119-127. Lahore,
Aziz Pubtiehers 1981.

1.

Lack of ad uate school buildings is one of the most
press g educational problems facing Pakistan today.
Prim y Education has alwaya received the leaser share and
least priority. But inspite of poor physicril conditions of
our schools, educationists have gone ahead with the
curricular innovations andimprovements. The improved
curricular activities demmird more apace and different
facilities in respect of school plant.

The school's first task is to give each child an opportunity
to develor hie talents and abilities. One of the cogent
reasons of students' high dropout rate, at primary level,
is lack of attractive school buildings and other physical
facilities.

The topic has been discussed under the headings;
1) site selection; 2) classrooms; and other
facilities.

EURIA1TIONS

23. CHAUDHARY, pohammad Ashraf. Nizam-e-/mtehan Mein Tabdeeli
(Change in I4Anination System) -- Dis Ta,aleem Ki Nazaryati
Asaa, 325-333. awrlpindi, Yrdeem Publicatio4s, 1981 (0.

The seraration of testing from teaching process is the main
bas c fault in the country's education system. The process
of xemination has nothing-to do with the process of
te ing. Testing has great importance in the'educational
process. In developed countries constant efforts are
being made to find out why and how teating ian help in
baking the educational process more dynamic and useful.
There are a number of books on the topic of testing. /n our
educational system, there are no efforts for improving
the testing proceed. For all stages, we have one and the



same formula.

The writer has tried to explain the real status, importance
and effect84-Of eXamination under the headings:

1) traditional syllabbs and examinntinn position in it and

2) modern st'ttua of pxaminatift. A number of suggestions have
been presented for improving the examination system.

0

24. HASHMI, Khalid Mahmood. /mtehanat Mein Bequaidgian
(Malpractices in Examinations ---A /mrez (Lehpre) May 29.1981 (13).

Since the creation of Pakistan, we have changed the system
of education many times. The recent example is the abblition
of the semester system. We have to find out the reasons of
the feilure of the semester system. What were the causes
that led to the abolition of the semeetee system within a
period.of only four or five years of ita introduction ?
Why do the associations of teachers and the union of students
feel reluctant to pay heed to irregularities in examinations ?
why do they not take stspe to remove these irregularitiea ?

25. JAH, Tariq Alamillye Semester eystem ---- Dawn (Karachi)
April 8, 1961.

a its introduction, the Semester.system has remained
a con roversial issue amongst g.tudents as to its
suitebility in our educational environment. Some bolieve
that the Semester system is the only way of raising the
stendard of education in the country. A vast majority of
studenta, on the other hand, are of the opinion that this
system of education is noc fit for Pakistani society.
Apkrehension in the teachers, mind as to the success of
this syptem due to paucity of funds, shortage of books in
the library nnd ill-equiped laboratories hes elao
strengthened the belief of the students who oppose the
system.

However, we have before us the most pragmatic example of
the Inatitute of lusiness Administration, Karachi-where
the semester system ia being successfully practised since
the inception of the Institute. Though confronted with
aimilar odds end difficulties the dedication of teachera
to their work and likewise students, cOmmitment tn their
studiea helped succeed the system. The path is beset with

- 12-



difficu3ties end Metbatks and it is only hard-wdrk that
cab make the :emester system successful.

26. KHAN, Nezir Ahmed._ aye Nizam-e-Tadrees (New System of
Teaching) ---- Jang (Raw indi April.289 1981 (U).

After 'the withdrawl of the semester system, the punjab
University hns intrnluced n new system of teaching and
.examination similar tp the old system of two years degree
course. According to the new system the two yeara course
of r.A./M.Sc has been divided into part I and Part II.
The annual examination of,each part will be held by the
university. In order to make this system a success, the
solved papers in the examination should be shown to'the
students as it was being done under the eemester system.
All students should appear in written test before annual
examination. No student should be allowed to appear in
the annual examination unless he passes the test. This
condition will force the students to work hard for the
test. C011egd teachers should also bt involved in the
examination process.

(:(27. MIMS, Nah'ied. Imtehani Nizam (The System of-Ixamination)
--....Jang (Rawalpindi) June 23, 1981 (U).

None is happy with the present system of examination. Some
suggestions are given below for improving the system's -

1) There should not be more than twenty questions in
a examination paper. students may be allowed to answer
any ten questions out of twenty. No question shou d be
Asked outside syllabus. 2) The present fee for se ting
and examining the examination papers should be enhan ed.
3) Three hours are not enough to examine.the merit a
student. The process need some changes. 4) All
invegilators should be changed every year for all centers.
5) strict secrecy should be maintained in respect of the
names of the examiners. 6) Immediate ban should be
imposed on gu
in the exami
years. NO len
.8) The inspe
consist of t

es papers. 7) Any student found cheating
tion hall should be rustricated or three
ency should be shown in this respect,
tion team for the examination centers must
cc officers, 9) In order to improve the

results of examinations, Urdu should be made the medium
of instruction.

- 13-
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a8. SHAIKH, Sajjad. Semester Siistam eSemester System) ---- In:
Tslaleem Ki Nazaryati Asas, 315 - 324. Rawalpindi, Nadeem
Publications, 1981 (0.

The semester System is An practice from 1975 in all pakiitani
universities and their Atached institutions of'higher
learning. According to semester system, the two years.course
is divided into four Semestert each semester 6f 18'woas.
In each semester the rtuient has to study five courses,
each course having their.credits. During one semester
Ihe student has to appear and pass in three examinations .
in each course. Alongwith the friamination the student id
also required sessional work:

. The main objective of isetruction of semester system was
that student would, work hard and the atandaN of education
would improve. No doubt the semester system possesses many
merits, but it hfft created a lot of problems for students

- and teachers. The difficulties are discussed under tlis
headings; 1) xcess courses; 2) excess xaminatiou4;
3) impatured high standard; 4) no facility for improving
grades; 5) attendance; 6) migration not'allowed; 7) too
muc work. The writer presents a.number of suggestions to
ove come the difficulties of the semester system.

.0,
.

29. SRANIN, Anzoor Husain. Datehanat Mein Najaez same Ka
istemal (The. Use of Unfair Means in nomination/) ........ gavai

(Rawalpindi) April 29, 1981 (O.- e
. .

some suggestions are provIded in order to check the use of
unfair means in examinatio t). Only stncere and honest
officials are posted at t e examination centers. ')

2) Information about sin ere and honest officials should
be collected at least three months before the examinations
so that the final listis ready one month'before the
examinations. 3) if five or mbre than five examinees ar,

caught eheating and the invegilatkrs are found negligent
of theit*duties, they should not ba paid the remuneration
of'that day. pie Aformation 'should also be sent to thet
concerned autlorities of the Board the same day. 4) Nach
center should be inspected at least thrice a day and it
should be done by different people. i5) All invegilatora
should be sufficiently paid. 6) Al least, two police
constables should be appointed at each center 7) Those
examinees who are found creating di turbance, should be
barred trom the examinations at lea/t for three years

- 14-
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30. SHAIKH, Asghar Atis The Need for Introducing Health Education
in the The Righ Schools Curriculum ---- Ins.Perspectives in
.EAucation, 109-118. Lahore, Asia Publishers, 1981.

Referring to-the Education policies 1960 and 1972, it is
pointed out that both,failid to appreciate the .need of
teaching of Health atIthe secondarY school level. Health b
education if of vital importance to the achievement of
national objectives. /t implies physical healths. mental
fitness, social welfare, economic growth, and :mtional
solidarfty. stress,has been laid that the abbr. and,lofty
objectives like development of child's personalityi trained
manPower and competent leadership for the country, could
not be realised without imparting health edutation.

The toile has been described'under th* headings:
1) what is health educatiqr; 2) objectives of health
educatioh; 3) why shouldNe teach health?;, 4) national
factors; and 5) religibus factors..

RYOMOSOIRCAT1097.TICN

31. ALAN, Anis. Problems of Higher Education --.- mono
(Islamabad) April 13, 1981.

.

When *4 examine the case of Pakistani Universities, we find
that-they have either failed totally or achieved little
success in their tasks. 134,0re we coutd analyse.the reasons

. for the failure of Pakistani Universi ies, it will be
interesting to note the peculiar feature which akiatani
universities share pith universities in many Th d World
countries. /t has been noted that s (i) They fction as

.isolated enclaves, involving themselves in probTbma
unrelated trthe reality they are

he

surro ded with. (ii) They
as()%ncontinue to be run on t orgasisati al d governance t

patteiirlaid down for them during the colon al period.
(iii) The university, system has been expanded by simple
extension of the trends and prnctice of past decades.
(iv) University education has tended to become Bora a,
consumption item, rather than an investment for the

t development of national resources. .141i

The reasons for the failure of Pakistani universition are
to bisought in the almost total mismat4 of the knowledge

15 -
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'ffeniversity graduate acquires and the problems which he
has to tackle in professionaa life.

12. iI $yed Heart. Probleme of Higher Education ---- Pakistan Times
(Rawalpindi) April 18, 1981.

Righet education in Paklatan is bedevilled with, mounting
pressures and problems. Not the leist is the question of
admissions, recently highlighted by the figures revealed
in respect of Punjab University. Out of almost 8,000
applicapts to 32 post-graduate departmental only 1,000
succeeded in getting admission - that is, a mere 12 per t.
Other large Universities in Lahore, Karachi and Ialamabad fac
similar pressures, and it is estimated that the bulk of the
applicants - 70 to 80 per cent fail to make it. Apart from
factors beyond their control, such as closure of universities
for long periods, extended rostponment of examinations and
condo uent delays in declaAtion of pesults, t is clearly
th responsibility of the Vice_Chan4elloretotput their heads
to ther and devise a system that wi 1 avoid this huge
waste of our human capital. It is'str g o. that universities
have not paid enough heed to the 'etkilis ion system itself,
which in turn is also closely related" o the entire
examination system. *oat advanced countries now have such
a system, which operates at two main levels. First, there
is a nation-wide selection process.both for graduate and
poat-graduate admissions. Secondly, each university has
devised its own method.of quality appraisal. Our universities
have much to gain by studying these procedures.

3. 'TABASSUN, Raroonur Rashid. /ntermediate Kay Liye Rai Talaleemi
policy (New Educational Policy for Intermediate) ---- /otos (Lahore)

' April 18, 1981 (U).

New educatiomel pone), for Intermediate, which is being
implemented since 19.81 neelp immediate revision. In this
poli9y the national languaie has not received duetimportance.

eAextboOks of English have no relevance with our daily
fe, Urdu, English, Islamic studies and Pakiaten Ideology

a ulscry 'subjects in the new educational policy.
Unfo ateli, English has been given mucb more importance '

it
than other subjects. It is, therefore, necessary to rev si
the esent policy immediately.

,
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34. NAMOOS, Mohammad Shuja. Bartanvi Hindustan Mein Nizam-i-Tealeem
(Education System 4.n British Epdia) Tataleem Hi Ruzetryati
Asses, 138-154.,laualpindi, Nadeeti PubliCAtions, 1981/U).

* IF ,

When the Britishera became th3 rulera ot India, tile whole
patteen of education cnanged. Gradus4.1y1 not only the
litglish language became the medium of instructiont.but ls0
the official language. With tile Engrish languaie Also came the
Western education.

Telesis' Madrassa,-Calcutta waerthe first educational
; -institution established under the direct patrsnage of the

Britishers in 1781. During the. Britiah-periodl,igenerally
there were two typei of educational institutions, one !hells/
only oriental sublects, were taught and the other where
alongwith orienta.subjects, Western education waa also
provided. /n theae schools the medium of instruction was' 4
English and government patronized'them. Deriv this period a
number or universities were established, the first one was
at Calcutta. The Punjab University wna established in 1870,
with the aim that it would provide priental-education in
vrnacular languages.

Special mention ip made",of the change in 1ers-i7Nizami, the
established pattern of',/alamic educatioi. The working.of
Dare Uloom Deoband.and Aligarh Muslim University is also
briefly described.

35. NAMOOS0-Mohammad Shsija. /btedai /slami Deur Mein Ta,j'em
(Educationtin EillybIslamic Period) ---- Ins Ta'aleem Ci
Nazaryati Asas, ftwalpihdil Nadeem publi4tions, 1981 (U).

In the early pekiod of /slam, the education sates mainly based
on the teactiidte`ef Holy euren and the Proph9ils sayings.
Moistly mosques were used as schools. Later ofitapecial
educational institutions were established for higher education
and subjects like geography, geometry, chemiatry; phyaics,
language, grammei etc., were also t
There were littit progress in edtcation during Ummayyid
period.'Howeve , during Abbasid period, education really
flourished. Th Abbaaid caliphs were great patrons of
knowledge. A n mber of univrsities were founded and scholars
from ell over he world flocked at Baghdad, the sett of
capital. Thts frai8 really the gplden period of Muslim ducaiion.
Students frn Europe came and studied at Muslim universities.

4
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j 36. NANDOE, lohammad Ehuja. Muslim Hindustan Main Nizam-e-Ta'alemm
(Education system in Muslim Indii) /n: Taoaleem Ki.Nizaryati
Asael.122-117. Rawalpindi, Redeem publications, 1981 (D).

Muslims firs1 conquered india in seventh century undei¼ the
,command'of Mohammad lin gasim. However, this was a te rary
phase. It was in.11th century.A.D., When Mahmood of Oha
invaded India and includeditunjab in hiavempire, that re
Muslim rule in iLuaa oegan. Mahmood or Ohazna was himself a
learned man and a poet and he made the capital of his empires
Ghazni, athig seat of learning.,Later on, the Ghazni emperors
made Lahote' as the capital and with that the Islamic
knowledge end Islamic education. came to India. The Ohoria
conquered India and made Delhi their capital.- From then on
Delhi wars t,.be ceitre of learning for a longsperiod.

During the MUslim rule, numbeiof,colleges were opened
different parts of the country. La the beginning all
education wam in Arabic.-Later On, Persian became the medium
of education. A brief description is made of contents of
'education in different fields. 4

"*.

InAKIEADUCATION

.

.

37. SANDEELA,Arateh M. Islamis)g the Madraasah Education --
.Morning News (Karachi) May 22, (1931.

(
.

IThe first and the foremost need is to recapture
e

and revitalise
'.the idealism of the Madraasah education. While some of the

teachers Sre inspired and truly dedicated, this is not always
.

the case'. The process can be accelerated, if its causes and
consequences are truly and fully understood. The comparative

.obscurity and practical irrelevance to public life have
.- Amposed upon the Madrassah teacher a sense of aecondariness

swhich he hands down to his pupils also, thereby promoting
andliperpetuating it further: While the general trend towarda
Islamisation, and the-induction of.Ulema and of the
Nadrasardr*educated men, into public life, promise to revierse
that situatiOn, some of the other steps go directly to confirm
it. It is to be hoped that latter are only:temporary unwitting
overtones of the /slamisation process, and will be corrected
on first opportunity. Madrassah is eo much the mfte appropriat4
place for articulating and orgsnising the answers to
secularism in education thari any of the agencieeand

!- institutions that have-been assigned the job so far. Madrassah
educptica, themfore, needs immediate aitention by the

. authoritieS., .
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38. SANDEELA, Fateh M. /alamisine Education ---- Morning News
(Karachi) Ncy 8, 1981.'

There is a tellingiiiferince in the practical lives of the
teachers. /9 the wilstadft of the Madrassah, there is mukh more
then,a professional instructor whO need not either believe in,
or abide by, mtat he teaches. Student-teacher relations,
likewise, tranfeend the purely inallectual level, And, 4
invariably hailk a aplritual end ethical dimension.
Moulding of character, and making of the human person as
their\equel, individual teachers elsewhere could come close
to the same ideals and expectatiocs, goes only to underscore
the generml,failing in that behalf. The objective too is
different, what Islamic education seeks to displace is, not
so much ilriteracy, as ignorkIce. Ignoranct of the Islamic
conception: that even unletterAd Murlima have learnt to look
lown upon, was fairly learned by the secular reckoning. 00y :
its educption Mae erroneous. Could the Greeks, the very \'

bértri* of the so-called 'tight,' tc the west and the world,
fare mach better? If not, there is something serioualy wrong
with the'gcnerat idea of education, which calls for urgent
correction.

39. SHAH, Iehtinq Husain. Nizacbmg-Tataleem (The System of Education)
Jang (Rawalpindi) June 16, 1981-fH).

CurriculA play an part in any eystem of education.
It is necessary for 4 to prepArtk_or cuiricula from primary

4 to higher stage', according to the tenets of Islam. Every
government in the past accepted theA.mportance of.Islamic
aystem of education, but no pra tical steps were taken to
'this effect. The present government is fully alive to the
importance of Mamie system of education and has taken -

prActical steps for its ntroduction. Aloigwith curriculal
.tenthing staff alga;m6 litygntion. All thc teachers of
primary, scondary an .hiiNer education must follpw the
tenets of vane, Hnle6s our teaches's folllw the p incinlea
c2f Islam, students cannot be expecte& to do so. Wile
appointing a teacher it must be ensured that he ia quite

of'teaching'Islamic values and that he himself /ollowe
them.

.01
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404 RIAZI Mohammed. Libraries and Educetimi-System ---- Dawn (Karachi)
Way 18, 1981.

The real tragedy is not that our educational system is still
based on the alien ideas but that we have separated libraries
from our educational system since the very inception of
Pakistan. /n developed countries all types of libraries are
considered an indispensable part of the educational system. 4

School and academinlibraries are the pivotal points of their
educational institutions. Public libraries are providing
commendable service from printery education to higher learning
'and are venues of life-long friendship to ths community at
large. In our country when a publisher publishes a bodk with
one or two thousand copies, it takes him year to sell it,
Our academic libraries have meagre bock funds. School ant
public libraries are more or less non-exiatesVand the
existieg ones have been subjected to erosionte have been
experimenting differpnt types of educational systems but with
the lcset attention to its major organ i.e. the library. We
have failed to evolve a library system in the country, which
was the first requisite of our educational system.

"C.

41. SHAIKH, &seer Ali. Need and Importance of "Continuing
Education" for Developing Nations ---- In: Perspecti,es in

7
Education, 97-.108. ',More, WIG publi8hers, 1981.

The conce:It of,"Oontinuing Education, so widely talked
about in Western oduntries these days, has its deep roots in
Islam. Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) was the first
to stress the $dea of life-long education and to translate
it into action as well.

4

Alle_yeia. has eXteavoured to take knowledge to the learner
or enable him to have an easy access to knowlepgesby some
unconventional'methods. Whereas, in the developing countries,
the dropout rate is ettromely high. Many of these dropouts
regret at a later/stage. Developing countries are also

'investing substAntial amount of money in continuing
education.

The money sperikt on 'continuing education' yields good

dividends i4 a shorter time than on formal schooling. .

- 20'-
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The social benefits are, howevei,,over, and above the
monetary benefits, which accrue to the individual and
the nation.

42, YAZDANI, Amina. Seliance in Education ---- Pakistan Time:
Rawalpindi) May 19.1981.

Need-oriented cbrrlculum is a pre-requisilte for making mass
literacy program a success. The ever-increasing-demand for
educational facilities can be largely met by relating
curriculum development to various discernible strategies for
educational reforms and by treating basic education as the
first state of life-long education. The accent of mass
education is over due. Conventional strategies directed at

411 a painstaking build.* of the institutiona1 infra-structure
have not tackled the problem-nf illiteracy effectively. In
rural areas where most of our populatidh lives, development
in primary educrtion sector has been negligible. The following
goals predominate: 1) The flight from primary school must
be reduced. 2) Students must develop a positive attitude
towards manual work, 3/ Schools must be made self-reliant
to contribute to their own financing. To achieve these
objectives, the writer has presented a number of suggestion.

rZICONCI7SDUCATION

43, !MATTI, Akmal Yhurshid, Medictl Talaleem Ka Yustaqbil
(The Future of VediAn1 Education) Japg (Rawalpindi) May 19,
1981 (V).

A number of problems have cropped up with the increase in
the number of medical colleges and the students. When a new
medical college iS opened, there are a.number of things
which need attention. The building of the college must be
in.good shape. Mere must be well equipped laboratory, good
hostel facilities, experi need staff and other basic amenities.
Examinations must be hel n tile. The college must not
be closed from time to t e. At the moment the total number
of medical students tbr gbout the country comes to about
twenty thousand. The etJiidard of education should not be
sacrificed at the cost f quantity. /f it so happens, we
will face numeroua prob ems. /t is, therefore, necessary to
pay more attention- to the provision of basic amenities than
to increase the number of medical colleges.

It is unfortunate that we have only two post-graduate medical

- 21 -
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institutes in the country. These institutes are also not_
being looked after properly. The stablishment. of a
Medical University needs immediate attention so that this
university has the control over all medical colleges in
the "country. .

1

44. MALIK, Mahmood Ali. New Strategies in Medical Education --
Pakistan Times (Rawalpindi) May'13, 1981.

A system of medical training needs to be evolved which
ensures equal opportunities to the participants irrespective
of the family background and influonce. /t should hayed=
inherent quality of continuity of training besides meeting
the needs of larg0 manpower at home afid maintenance of
standards of education. It is being felt that students wio
take an

ul

abbraxiated dical curriculum of four five years

4/
shod not be award d a dontoiate in medicine. This degree
should be reserve for those students whose e cation
provides them with special skills, training and knowledge.

dical doctors should be scientists and specialists, and
f r that a considerably longer period is required than is
qfustomary with the training program 0 five years in our
cdical colleges. However, to meet the requirement of
edical manpower, we n d to create a lower category of
ctors who could b p pared in a relatively short ti

nnd whose abilities be made use of in a restricted area
of medicine. Based on these principles, a three-stage system
of medical training is proposed.

(
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45. ABBAS, Ghulam. Sir Syed Kay Taeleemi-Nazaryat (Educational
Ideas of Sir- syed) Ina Tafaleem Xi Nazarysti Ages, 188-204.
Rawalpindi, Redeem publications, 1981 (U).

sir syed is .
in many capacities, but basically he was

an educatit-P As a social-reformer, he firmly believed
that education was the only remedy for tql national ills.

1

He considered education as the most p.1.ient weapon for
reform. According to him nationel prUress is not possible

I

without education. H. did not advoc.ate any particular type
of education. What he wanted WAS a balanced education
including both modern education and religion.

Sir Syed opposed,the then prevalent system of Muslim
education, wherein mosque was the only school. He preached
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modern methods of teachiii and urged Muslims to go for
modern education alongwith religious education. He wanted
religious educatio'n because it developed moral character,
and modern ducatiln because it made the learner a
successful man in practical life. Educational ideas and
thinking of Sir Syed are discussed in nome detail.

46, ALI, Syed Ferooq. ibn-i-Kualdum Ka Na.4.aria-i-Talaleem
(Ibn-i-Khaldum's Theories of Education) ---- In: Ta'aleem Ki
Naearyati Asaa, 113-117. Rawalpindi, Nadeem Publications, 1981 (10.

Ibn-i-Khaldum, the father of the history, spent a very active -.
life. H. became a teacher after acquiring great knowledge and
vast experience of practical life. Unlike many other
educational thinkers, his educational ideas are.based on
actual ixperiences.

/bn-i-Khaldum declared education as the birth-right for'every
human being. According to him development of thinking is the
main objective of education. Man ia above other animals only
because he can think. This thinking capacity makes him a
civilized man, obeying soCial laws-of the society.

So far as educational ileaa are cnncerned, /bn2i-Khaldum is
far ahead of his time. Like modern day psychologists, he its

of the opinion that the leerning should not be beyond the
mental capacity of the learner. He favours the modern nethod
of teaching frcm known to unknown. He is against the'
punishment aa it encourages students to tell lies.
/bn-i-Khaldum ..dso lays great emphasis on professional
education.

47, SHAINH, Asghar Ibn-i-Khaliunla Educatipnal Philosophy
and Its Relevance to modern Times ---- In: Perspectives in
Education, 1-22. Lakare, Asia Publishers, 1981.

The Genius of Ibn-i-Kbaldun Was manifold and versatile. Except

for the early days, /bn-i-Khaldun devoted his entire life
to teaching and writing. He was not a teacher in ordinary
sense but an educator, an original thinker and an educational

philosopher.

The educational philosophy of Ibn-i-Khaldun has been
described under the headings: 1) concept of knowledge;

2) types of knowledge; 3) methods of teaching; 4) one

subject at a time; 5) continuity in teachiAg; 6) -corporal

punishment in schools; 7) curriculum load; 8) brevity of
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14) knowledge through journey.

the textebeoks; 9) the status f chool subjeots110) medium
4f instruction; 11) simultaneous teaching of two languages;
12) teaching of grammar; 13) language competence; and

It is concluded thnt the idees of Ibn-i-Rhaldun deserve our
admiration because of-their Originality, novelty and
modernity.

/r
48. SIDDIQI, Shaukat Ali. ralsafa Aur Tataletm (Education and
Philosophy) ---- In: Tataleem Ri Nazaryati Asas, 22-30 Rawalpindi,
Redeem Publications, 1981 (U).

philosophy is rightly coniidered As the mother of all
branches of knowledge. The writer explains theameaning and -
role of philosophy, Before discussing the role of philosophy
in the field of education, the writereklescribes the peening
and objectives of education as explained by different
philosophers. All the definitions of education are an attempt
to view the education from the point of view of philosophy.
Education and philosophy are very closely linked.

The concept of educationa; philosophy is explained and it is
pointed eut that philesopAy of educetion is based on'
philesophy of life. tn Pakistan we have our own philosophy
'of life and our educational system is based on this
Ailosophy. The objectives f our education are based on our
philosophy of life.

Ise
BBOTIAtIONAL EDUCATION

4e. WAQ,A, Mohammad, Commerce Ri Ta'aleem (Teaching of Commerce)
Jasg (Rawalpindi) April 7, 1981 (U).

Very little ettentir.n is being prid to the subject of
Commerce, which is an important branch of education.
Immediate steps are needed fer improving the standard of
Commerce education in Pakistail. A Commerce graduate haa
to he passed in thirty sibjects and all subjects are very
difficurt.

It is high time that the-B. OM degree should be regarded as
technicel,deeree. This step would greatly help in the
development of commerce education. Restriction on commerce
student te pass the examination without break, should ie
withdrawn. Such restriction, are not imposed on profeshional
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graduates. /f they fail in part on, they are allowed to
register their names for part two and appear in the
examination for both the parts. At moment there is no
separate university for Commerce ducation. Immediate
attention is needed.on this important issue.

PrfORIDEM T'AMIT44 (J7C3IAL RIXTION)

50. swam Asghar Ali. Psychological Bases of needing Readiness
---- In: Perspective in Education, 35-64. Lahore, Anis Publishers,
1981..

The important role that maturation plays in the process of
loarniug is now wcll known to the educators. We cannot make a
child sit or stand, wrlk or talk, unless he is physically
mature enough for each of these skills. The same is true
about'reading.

Quotations from research worisand writings of a very large
number of Tducationists have beembriefly untie:led.

The topic has been'described under the headings:
1) what is reading readiness; 2) factors involved in
readiness; 3) phyiical maturity; 4) sex differences;
5) auditory and visual discriminations; 6) intellectual
maturity; 7) social and emotional maturity; 8) cultural
and experiential background; and 9) ,language backgr und.

SCIENCE EDUCATION

51. MALIK, Qayyue. Why Students Avoid science. ---- Dawn (Karachi)
June 12, 1981.

A sharp deelina is taking place in the number of science
graduates end post-graduates in our countryi-This is indeed
e disturbing state of affairs. The reason, in the opinion
of parents, is that our students do not understand what is
taught to them in the name of science. The textbooks are
loaded with material that belongs to the realm of the
specialists and is beyond the comprehension of young minds:
Teachers, too, are of the opinion that the contents of the
textbooks frighten the studentasway from science. people
who blame the etudenta for not working hard enough would tv
well-aevised tn examine the contents of the textboOks, study
our teaching methods for science, and ponder over the
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examination ayetem. /f we persist in the folly of thrusting
dull, difficult and lenghty courses of study on young minds
and loading their textbooks with stuff that can be comprehendedonly by professional scientists, then not many students
will opt for science and, what is more painful, the7 will
harp a poor undwratanding of the subject.

TEACHERS

NIAEI, Ohulam Useen. Aaatesa, Unkay Mutalbaat A Meoyaar-e-
Waleem (The Teachers, Their Demands and the Standard of
Education) Nawai-Waqt (Rawalpindt) June 9, 1981 (11).

Teachers at present do not enjoy the prestige and honour
they were enjoying in the past. Financially they are not
better off than other category of government employees.
Now if their associations raise certain demands, they are
justified in doing so. Since the genuine demands of teachers
are not met, they take little interest in their profession,
resulting in the deterioration of the standard of education.
Government should accept the genuine demands of the teacher
community. This will not only encourage them to take full
interest in their work, butloconsequently the standard
of education will also improve. The teachers are also
expected to be sincere with their work. They should not bonott
the classes. In doing so they will not be doing any servic
to education.

TEACH/NG METHODS AND MEDIA

53. SHAIKH, Asghar Ali. Importance of Reading in the Development
of Educational Programa ---- /ns Perspectives in Educatin 65-76.
Lahore, /Mit Publishers, 1981.

Reading leads us to ac demic success, cnd admits us to the
world of thought and agination. Ability to read forms
the integrated all content area learning. It is
stated that the success of future developments will largely
depend upon the thoroughness with which basic reading skill.
and attitudes are established. And ultimately success will
depend on the teachers who provide reading instruction in
schools.

The topic has been deacribed under the headiness
1) primary education developments in Pakistan; 2) relationship
of reeding and quality education; 3) relationship of reading
sbflity tft #110 sc o'"Ar.

-.0414'.4..1011 of
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ability to the schooling period; and 4) relationship of
reading ability to personal and social developnent.

54. SHAIKH, Asghar Ui. Reading and Readability ---- In: Perspectives
in Education, 77-95. Lahore, Anis Publishers, 1981.

Ability to read holds a pivotal,position in all ducational
programs. Ability to read and follow directions is also a
skill, bnsic to the acquisition of technical competence.
The modern curriculam developments putting havier
demand on students' reading abjaTy. Islam lays great stress
oil reading. This ham been aimed with the help of quttic
verses.

The author is of the view that the concept of readability
gives us a gebater insight intoethe various facets of
language structure. Readability:formula* have made it
possible to make finer discrimination in determining the
difficulty level of reading material. Several recommendations
have been put forward regarding reading and readability.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION

55. ABDUL AZIZ, Mohammad. Hamari Talaleemi Zaruriyat Aur Fanni
Ta'aleen (Our Educational Orteds and Technical Education) ---- In:
Ta'aleem Ki Nasaryati Asas, 548-570. Rawalpindi, Redeem Sons,
1981 (U).

This is the century of science and technology. However, we are
very far behind in the field of science and technology.
In order to reach the stage whel4 developed countries are,
we have to work very hard. We have to improve our man and
material resources, and it is not possible without proper
education.

The solution of the ducational problems of Pakistan lies
in tapping the untapped intelligence of .scores of otherwise
obscure people.

plan
In the third five-yeari!attention is paid to the development
and promotion of balanced education. For technical education,
a large sum is apportioned in the plan. The requirements
of technical manpower are presented and it is pointed out
that.the target achievements are much behind the requinimonts:'
A brief sinivey_ofpreetnt_AdimuLtionallUilirties in the.'field
of technical ducation is presented with the help of many
tables. dome comparative statistics 'of technical education
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in Japan is also presented.

56. EUBERI, A. W. Technical Education ---- Dawn (Karachi) June 9,
1981.

it must be appreciated that we ds. not have adequate facilitiee
to provide technical education in a big way and considering
our resources nor it woUld be possible to create such
faeilities in a sh'ort span of time. Accordingly if we want to
make-a-breakthrough in technical education it cannot be
achieved by traditional means. Some such measures would be
required which are speedy, economical and result-oriented.
In this connection, following are some suggestions for the
consideration of the concerned authorities 1 1) A sort of
'open, technical uptVersity should start courses through

.correspondence, the radio and television. 2) All such students
should be required to complete an atprenticeship period,
depending en the nature of the studies or the sort of
experience requireda 3) For a very large number of
apprenticeships, following lines may be adopted: (a) Big
factories and establishments can be directed to accept a
reasonable number of trainees for training.'(b) At present
there are a large :limber of factories whihh are partially
or totally closed because of one reason oi the other. /t seems
worthwhile if some 4: these units are recOgnised and
operated as a sort of ',teaching factorie4e. They would no
doubt make production and undertake commercial activity but
the emphasis would be on imparting training rather making
profit.

TEXTBOOKS

57. RASHNI, Khalid gahmood. Hamari Nisabi Kitaben (Our Textbooks)
- lmroz (Lahore) April 15, 1981 (U).111 Mb

In spite of numerous complaints, no attention has yet been
paid to improve the standard of school textbooks. The main
reason for the low standard of textbooks is the fact that
the school textbooks are being written by non-teachers. Only
a teacher knows what type of reading material is suitable
for the students. He knows the capabilities of his students.

The preset&-textbooks are not onlr difficult to understand,
the,subject matter selected, is uninteresting. These books
lo not hold the attention of our students. If the textbooks
,Ire written by the teachers who know the students, the result
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would be quite.different. The subject material will not only
be interest ng, but it will be adcording to the level of
their under *noting. Complete overhaul is necesslry, so far as
the policy re arlding textbook. is concerned.

.:)
58. RIDDIQI, Ahardullah. Revising Textbooks - Pakistan Times
(Rawalpindi) June 4, 1981. 4

V
1

in the absence cf other teaching material such as visual
aids, usid in most of.the developed countries, our dependence ,

oil textbooks is considerable. The quality of authorship is
therefore most idportant. /n the Paktatani context the
writers should present their subject in the light of our
own historical, cultural and ethickl focus. A nation founded
on the eternal principles of Islam.has an obligation to ,
provide the growing minds orthe young generation with a
sense of pride_ in commonly ld goals and aspirations. This
can indeed be done without a y distortion. iStress on science-
oriented education is also iièverative if Pakistan is to
enter the modern technological age as a partner. Th# quality
of local book production is a-subject for constant complaint.
Undoubtedly the impressionable young are more attracted to
woll-printed, colourfully illustrated books. Cost is the
perenial bugbear but surely even within our budgetary
limitations there is room for improvement.

WOKEN'S EDUCATION

59. ANSARI, N.S. Nakhloot Tataleem Aur Uskay Nataij (Co7Education
, and its Results) ---- /mroz (Lahore) May 10, 1981 (U).

Arrangement for the poat-graduate tiaChing of female students
should be made in separate colleges. We hove suffered a lot
due to co-education. Female edttcation is a must, but it must
be given in their own crlleges. co-education need to be
abolished at all levers. SepaMarrangements are required
for female university student local colleges. This
arrangement will not involve financial burden, as well ps it
will not create any administrative problem. It is unfortunate
that the Government has not as yet set upta separate
university for girls. Promises in this regerd are Yet to
be fulfilled. Further delay in estabiishOg a separate female
university will only mean that the Government is not serious
in the matter.
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60. BUTT, Mhimoona Mukhtar. Khawateen Kay Liye Alag paregahon Ka
Mas'ala (The Problem of Separate EducatI,A<Inatitutions for Women>

- Imroz (Lahore) April 1, 1981 (U).

Muslim culture and religious trrditions never allow women to
attend educatiqnal institutions where men also study.
Coeducation has been a failure all along in our country.
It is, therefore, necessary for the gevernment to set up
separate'educational institutions for women. The announcement
made by the governmiiit, that a sopa:Ate university for women
would soon be established had not been materialised sve yet.
There is an urgent need f4r the establishment of two
independent universities for women - one in Karachi nnd one
in Lahore.

GENERAL

61. ABPAS, Ghulam. Pakistan Ka Talaleemi Nizam (Education System
of Pakistan). ---- /us Talalem Ki Nazaryati Asms. 234-237,
(Rawalpindi) Nadeom Publications, 1981 (U).

Ile continued for sosle time with the educational set-up we
inherited from the Britishers. Under.this system
government ducational institutions, municipal education
institutions, private institutions, massionary educational
institutions sad educational institutions of industrial'
establishments snd national organizations. After partition,
education could not be looked after due to numerous other
problemat /n the 1956 Constitution, attenotion was made for
changing eduppon pattern on /alamic lines. /n succeeding
yearsva number of educatilon policies were formulated. The
objectives of thesi-lrTieies are briefly mentioned.

Today.education is a provincial subject, but federal
government has an overall control. The begrest problem in
Pakistan is to iacreose the rate of literacy. Serious efforta
are underway to meet ibis challenge.

62. AFZAL, M.h. Falling Educational Standards -.A-PWRemedies:----
Pakistan Times (*Rawalpindi) Juno 21, 1981.

We cannot afford to close our eyes to the grim situation that
We face. Therefore, steps - immediate, effective and practical -
are'ealid forl-The.Edisdatiam Eepartshenb-shouldlfoctlacifall
attention on problem nf falling education standard.,A few
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remedies are recommended (a) Instead of putting students
arbitralily in'sections, they ought to be grouped according
to their academic background, ability and mental calibre.
(b) Teaching of all the four skills - listening, speaking
reading, writing (especially in languages) - is essential.
(c) Answering questions is flan art, whose development too
requires practice. This is possible by holding regular

.

and fre,uent tests and subjecting students to.actual
examination conditiona. (d) 'A present no watchful eye
folllwm the fluctuations in student's academic career.
(e) /f the-student needs to be looked after, the teacher, too, ,

should be watched closely. (f) Lastly, to gear up the
machinery, a system of checks and balances has to be introduced.

63. AHMAD, lahoor, Lengthening Shadows kround Education ----
Pakistan Times (Rawalpindi) June 5, 1981.

. After inderendence, efforts were male tn mould the avetem or
education according to national aspirations. Vacational,
industrial and technical schools and institutiéna were
established. The curricula of these institutions were designed
to promote te hnical skills among students. However, '

these school ,and schools cf general eftcation ran is
parallel streams. The lack of fusion in the general and
technical education, could not yield substantial dividends
and the three objeets of education - compulaory, free and `

purposeful - could not yield substantial result's. A precept
of the career education idea is that all young men, upon
leaving education at whatever stage should be ready
immediately to enter satisfyin and usefUi employment.
Unfortunately, we continue to West occupational training as
some sort of inferior education. Our higher education system
cannot exist without a sound pri ry schools base on which
itis to be built and,'unfortunately, the existing primary
education system is far from satiefoctory. The truth of
the-matter is that education has woefully lagged behind the
national demand. The efforts tc solve the problem do not
touch even the fringe of the problem, which is getting more
and more acute day by day...

64. Kan, Syed Akhtar Husain. Maujooda Nisab-e-Ta'aleem (Present
Curriculum) ---- Jang (Itawalpindi) April 14, 1981 (U).

It is fointed-out that our syllabus shoal not be too heavy.
At present primary students, in particular, are lorded with
too many'textbooks. So much so that they are losing ihterest
in textbooks, and are paying very little attention to the
lessons. /t is necesaart for the syllabus makers to shorten
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the course so that the rrimary school students do not feel
,burdened an0 take interest in education-

At prieent our rkimary teachers are very'l^w-rlid. In view
of thAir far finahcial conditions, they are gning after other
.jobs in cirder to aurplament their incnme. If they are
sufficiently paid they will devote their attention to the
nrofessfon. The teachers shourd also be provided other
factlitiea lik- ac-rwolat-on ane me4ical aid. The above two
sueeestions will help a lot in improving the education
standard.

65. KHAN, Mohammad Atim. Pakistan's Educational System ---- Muslim
(Islamabad) prir 17, 1981.

Thededucational system of Pakistan, Particularly at the
primAry end secondary stages, needs careful planning- It is

0at these levels that the foundations of the mental and
physical growth of the child are laid. The National Planning
H4ard waS 6xpected to formulate an educational
the aspirations and reciuirements of the new State, b t these
expectations did-not come true. The educational provisions
of the Five-year PlaNS are.inadequate and.cannot go a long
way towards a dynamic reorganisation of our educational system.
The latandard of teachbng even in the government-Prun
private recognised institutions is very poor. This inglrigly
due to the lack of good, trained teaching staff and the low
salary paid to them. They are just cempelled to augment
their meagre inerves by taking up extra jobs. The teachers,
therefore, do not devote all their time and energies to
their work which reflects adversely on the standard of
tenchpg. En Pakistan,,hardly any attention is given in
educational institutions to the physical and moral growth
of the child. A %ford About the examinations- lpe standard
set by the Board and University examinations aloes not
always reflect in the low standard of education imparted.
The age old systcm of nrnUal and final examinations should
be remodelled on the lines followed in progressive countries.

66. NIAZI, Mohammad Aslam. Talaleemi Inhetat Aur Uska Moass:r
Elej (Deterioration in Education and its Effective ludbdy) ----
Mashriq (Karachi) April 229.1981 (U).

Following pre sugeestiods to imrrove the falling standard of
education : 1) Admissions in schools should be tased on
pre-tests. 2) F.A. should bite the basic academic qualification4
fnr the teachers of primary schools. During their training,
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Islamic education mtist be made compulsory. ,) /f a teacher
romps higher qualificatinns and long xrerience, he should
be given better grades. 4) If any teacher fails to show at
least 40% results of.his class, his annual increament shoulct
be stopped. 5) If any teacher ahoWs 90% results Per
consecutive three years, he shoulA begiven.douhle promotigin,
6) A Deputy Education Officer may be appointed in-each Tehail.
7) All the senior tfrach.ra who are M.A. M.Ed. may be given
Grade 17. 8) Tl'A ,1Pent status of the Weld Master and the
Deputy Educ,tinn.Of icer should be upgraded.

,

RAS001:1 Ghulam. Nizam-e-Ta'alcem Mein Tabdili (Change in the
System of Education) tarot (Lahore). May 31, 1981 (U).

46
In ar ideologicai state, the aim of education is not reatricted
to merely petting employment.after education. Majority of
students are not keen tc learn. What they want is to Fet
employment after cnmpleting their acmdemic career. This
thinking has adversely affected the standard of education.
The educational instituticins are no better than machines tn
produce certificates,and dirlomais for emrloyment. The present
system of education needs cnmplete nver-hmuling.-Textbloks
need tn be re-written and re-edited. Only those writers
.should be assigned the job of, writing textbooks who are
cnmpetent and well-versed in their field. At present most
cf the textbnoks are written by incompetent persons, who
know little of the subject. The,result is obvious. The standard

-

of education has deteriorated considerably. The Government
must pay immediate attention to this issue.

68. SADIQ, Ghulam. MOymr-e-Tealeem (The Standard of Education)
--'Nawai Waqt (Rawalpindi) May 29, 1981 (U).

There are three factors which affect the standard of educations
1) Curriculum; 2) The method of teaching and 3) The_system
of examination. The preparation of effective syllabus needs
immediate attention., The way in which presently the eyllabus
is being prepared will not deliver the goods. Syllabus is
being prepared by non-teaching ataff and concerned teachers
are being ignored. The present method or\ teaching and the
system of examination need complete char*.

If we want to raise the standard of eduCation, we have to
evolve a new syllhbus. We have to populariae the teaching of
science among students. More isnd more stipendi should be
awarded to students in ondei to attract these to science
education.
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6. EARWal Ohulam. 1Rizam-e-Tala1eem Ka ais eTragedy of
Zducstion System) ---- Ins Tataliem Ki Nazaryati Ases. 305-315.
(Rawalpindi), Nadeem Publications, 1981 (U).

kt present there are two education systemsp nnAbnaed on
locsl traditions mad V* other on Western thinking. The
western type of edudatinn is for upykr clnaa people end
here the medium of instruction is Englieh. Urdu, the
national language hat littlt pince in these schools. However,
it is A. matter nf satisfaction that government has taken steps
for the introduction of Urdu. The Urdu medium schnols are fnr
poor people. /n rurnl arise all schools are Urdu medium, and
in cities majority of schnols. These schools present a very
dismal picture as agrinst English medium schnols. This duality
in education j not understandable. There is resentment
against this dual policy of the government.

The writer discusses briefly why these upper claes schools
Are successful. There Art three apparent reasons:
1) auperinrity complex about English education;
2) Availability of facilities; and 3) educntion of upper
class manners. The writer also points out the re'emons for
the pnor staVard of Urdu mgdium schools. some discussion is
made on the role of public schools in creating class
difference in the country7

?O. 'HAIKR, Asphar Planning Schrols fnr Use of Audio-
Visua aterials /nt Perspectives in Education, 129-141.
(Lahcre Aziz Publishers, 1981.

Modern ducation has put f9rward new demands to be met with
hew too of education. The important rnle being played
by audio-v usl materials, in the field of learning, cannot
be denied. ney have been found highly successful means nf
providing rich And meaningful learning experiences in
schools.

The author visited some schools in Pakistan and 'surveyed
the available Audio-visual materials And the xtept of
their use. Pis report has bebn presented in thisCApcticle.

The toric has been described under thg headings; '
1) what is a.good classroam;; 2) srace; 3) light;
4) light control; 5): color; 6) air climate;
7) sound contrnl; and 8) flexibility.

3



71. IWO, Mohammad. Hamara Tafaleemi Nasbul Ain (Oum.
Educational Objectives) ---- ?Mind waqt (Rawalpindi) April 6,
1981 al.

/t is not the government alon which can improve the present
rystem of education. It is also the responsibility of teachers,
students ane parlptp. In orN,r to introduce the system f

iotil the goverment can take the follow steps:
the ocaoula which are Aily for the privile class

d be closed down. Uniform rules should be fr ed in
f:ct of appointmants of teschers, preparation of curriculum,
ssion of.students etc. 2) Training institutions should
tablished for the preparation of teachers well versed in

teactin . Thu present training institutions do not
raining to the teachers. 3) The present

curriculum needs immediate change. 4) We must also make
cnncerted efforts to mould the view-points of ou. studnts.
They shnuld bP kept away from the pnrty politics. Our parents
Faso heed training. Most of the rarents do not keep an eye
on their wards.

1

Islamic
1)

shou
res
adm
be e
Islam
rive Isla

72. Y40013, Yohnrmed. 4,otAzrad rizam-e-Tnoaleem (Contradictory
Syrtem of Education) ---- Pawni WAqt (Rawalpindi) April 4, 1981 (U).

0
At the moment contradictory and rftrallel system nf education
of different kinds is being rrncticed in PAkistnn. There is
one general system being prncticed in schools, colleges
And universities. The other system is that' which i5 in vngue
in public schonls. The thirdfexista in the ahnpe of
minsionary inatitutions; thd fourth is being run fts Cadet
schools, the fifth in the form of technicel schools nnd
colleges while the sixth in Case of religiCUS institutions.
All these syatems have different objectives. In some,of the
institutional the medium of instructions is only English
and children of rich families are given admission. The
curriculum of these institutions is also different. The
tcxtbooks nf th., English medium schools are imported from
abroad, and are very well produced. While the textbooks
of Urdu medium schools.are badly printed, paper is of cheap
quality.

These different systems of education are hampering the
improvement of the standard of teaching. We should have a
uniform system of education if we want VI improve our
education standard.
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LANGUAGES, TEACHINd CV (Special Section)

73. milks, C.Z. Text Rooks and Education ---- Dawn (Karachi) May 25,

1984.

A glance at tho text books of English and other subjects show

little to be proud of. No'tescher of merit can teach within

of these unimagifiative and biased teftbooks.
re expected only to transfer the facta or the

y are parents ready to sacrifice a large part

ome to send thir children to an English.medium

is not only because they want the r childred to

learn English but they desire then to grow iorally and

spiritually, as well as to assimilate essential facts. The

better private Eiglish medium schools generally demand of

their teachers A higher degree of dedication and attention

per child. Let us etend by our Urdu medium policy, but
strengthen the English Program in the Urdu medium school

scene. Start English in the /at class as a strong subject,

while children are still conversant in daily life.with cats

sittinF on mats end birds flying to thetr nests in trees.

Language comes mere easily end naturally whgp children

ore young. 4)

the narrow lie
The te chers
text b
of thei
school?

.."

74. \t Il Ahaan. Science Educetion ---- Dawn (Karachi) June 8, 1981.

If we want our youngmen to attain the same standard of

excellence as youth of other countries, we should assign th-;

English language the same place of rride and importance which

it once occupied. In fact, we should, as far as possible,

introduce the same books in each subjectNand discipline

that our elders studied during their studcnt days and thus

free our Textbook Boards of the trouble cf writing and

publishing new books in each aubject and that too

practically every year. Our teachers should also measure

their importance end status from the af6etion and respect *

they command from their students and society and not from

the salary grades es they have now come to believe. It is

everyday experience that a student who studied his subject

through English as "s medium is able to tali( about it

sensibly and confidently, while those whose medium was Urdu

or any other regional language have been seen cutting a

sorry figure.

75. BA/0, Atika. Medium of Instruction ---- Dawn (Karachi)

June 16, 1981.

The arguments riven in favor of making English the medium

_of instruction are thet_s a) It-enables our diplomats and
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our commercial people to communicate in international
field; b) /t helps our craduates to go abroad and
study in foreign universities; and c) It raises the
strndard of education. Those who advance these arguments
forpet that the number of people involved in the international
diplomacy and comrerce is infinitesimal and they can atill
have gcod command over English if they learn it as a
compulsory second language from the elementary level. It is,
therefore, neither lc.demically sound nor psychologically
fair to subj(zct all children to learn all their school subjects
through a foreign medium just to accommodate A few aspirants
to diplomacy end trade. Those who Advocate English to be used
as medium mf instruction are, on the ono hand, trying to
suffocate and kill the creativity and capability of our
children and on the otherl'ard wanting to encourage a parallel
system of education, one fnr the rich and the other for the

76. BATLA. Resit Ahmed. Medium of Instruction ---- Dawn (Yarachi)
May 28, 1981. '

It is a fallacy to think that the standard of education in
English medium institutions is higher than Urdu medium
schools. It Is certainly not so. Only it can be said that
their discipline is better. Besides, an English medium
student is more fluent in English speech. But as far as
writing ia concerned he is am good or as bad as the Urdu
mrdium student. It is the vested interest, a very small
minority who heve.become more English than English themselves,
and who see their supremacy at a stake, if Urdu is adopted
as medium of instruction and is used as the official
language in our schopla, colleges, offices and courts. Medium
of instruction has nothing to do with good education. Good
education can only be given by good teachers and through
gond books. The medium of instruction should be that which
is more natural, ensier and flexiblE for our children. Urdu
is easy te learn and understand and so Urdu should be 'Jar
choice as the medium 'of instruction.

77. HUSSEIN, Haider. English Teaching ---- pakistan Times
(Rawalpindi) April 10, 1981.

Nobody would disagree that English should be compulsory
from class V/ to clesa X and elective at intermediate and
degree levels. The compulsory status of Egglish at college
level is not helping science students much end is harming
rts students. They first learn their mother tongue, then
their national language Urdu and then they must dabble in
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English. Five veers of properly taught English at school
level are enough for those who have to study books written
in English. We can make these five years more productive
if our high schools have language laboratories and teachers
specially trained for the teaching of English. English teaching
should be langugporiented with an enhanced emphasis on oral
examinations. One of the obstacles in the way of improving
the standard of our education is the compulsory status of
English at intermediate and degreelevels. The door of
specialisation is closed on those who are very good at the
subjects o: their choice but fail in English only;

78. INTSZARI ^.T.i. Medium of instruction Dawn (Karachi)
April 229 19a1.-

The reasol to abolish the Cambridge section is simple. As we
cannot or will not bring up the standard of our education
system, let us do away with things that tell us where we
stand. Tv get a sound higher education, proficiency in English
is requlred. In fact one is not admitted in the universities
abroad if one doss not know Englilb. go if themext or
perhaps the very generation does not know English it will
he deprived of the chances to better itself as far as higher
education is concerned.- But every-one will not be in that
partictler beat. Why? The reason is simple. The policy makers
can send their children abroad from the start, so no problems
exist for them. When they come back if they ever do, they
will be in the position to get the best chances as they will
be better educated. Does our religion stop us from acquiring
the kind of education we desire, in any language we like ?

79. ISLAM, Fakhrul. Teaching of Englieh ---- Pakistan Times
(Rewalpindi) June 15, 1981.

We claim English le taught in our schools and colleges but
it may be more accurate to say that we are unleariAgg
the language - and fast. The average end-product of English
teaching, even up to graduate and post-graduate level, is
at best an individual with a tolerable grasp of the language .

and, at the other end of the scale, one without the vaguest
clues as to correct sentence structure and vocabulary,
Emphasis on literature instead of functional English is
the cause of the generally poor working knowledge of English.
Students resort to cramming without acquiring an
understanding of 'spelling and grammar and are simply unable
to express themselves satisfactorily. The depressingly low
annual pass percentage in Soard end University exams
demonstrate that se ars sacrificing our-youth at tbe alter of
inglisb. Perhaps so, but can we al this point afford to
dispense with a valuable ...
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second language ability.so necessary in a rapidly advancing
world? English has become a vsast repository of modern
knowledge to which access is essential.

Biddiq. English Literature ---- pakiitan Times (Rawalpindi)
April 11, 1981.

The suggestion that instead of -aching English literature
as such, a comparative study of literaturec, bcth Eastern and
Western, will lead us in sweeping generalisations. If this
suggestion is accerted as such, it will only help the
student and the teacher to escape academic responsibility.
/t has also been auvested that 10 audio-lingual method
to the teaching of English language be arplied. As we know,
it was adopted for the teaching of English from classes V/
to VI/ under the Education policy of 1972-80. /t has failed
like the inquiry method applied to the teaching of science
in this countri. The emphasis on the spoken aspect of
linguistic pedagogy is, of course, desirable in a situation
where the mother tongue is being taught, aince the method
ia based on the skills of listening, speaking, reading and
writing in the natural order of learning a language. But in
our case, we have to devise a method which would answer our
needs and which, above all, we shoula be able to work out
successfully. Our experience shows that the functional and
structural methods proved more appropriate.

81. KHAN, Afzal. Medium of Instruction pawn (Karachi)
May 25, 1981.

/t would be most unfair, if the knowledge and status which
we have achieved for ourselves should be denied to our
children. By adopting Urdu, as the medium of instruction,
it would amount to taking our children beck to the ages of
backwardness. should the government make the question a
prestige issue, thun at least it should allow parents the
right of choice in selecting the kind of education they
want for their children. The government may have its own
way with Urdu as the medium of instructiono.but in allfairness, it should refrain from interfering with the
private self-financed schools. At the same time, Urdu could
be developed side by side and brought to the level of the
English language so that people are obliged to adopt Urdu
voluntarily for their children as the medium of instruction.
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82. KHAN, Mohammad Ayub. Angrezi rkhgari Mazmoon Ho (English
Should Ee Optional) ---- /mroz (Lahore) may 3, 1981 (U).

oft

Everyone has a right to study English, but it should not be
made compulsory. rt ahould be an optional subject. We are
,nto agaihat the teaching of English. At the moment English
is talght As a compulsory subject to all student without
any regard to their aptitude for the language. The riate of
failure in English language, is quite big and thia is only
because the English language has been made compulsory. /t is
high time to consider the issue rationally.

It is also auggeated that the government should introduce
Arabic language from Class VT to clasa X as a compulsory
subject. It is unfortunate that in our educational system
no importance has been given to this language. The present
educational policy needa immediate revision.

83. KHAN, Shahid Ali. Medium of Instruction ---- pawn (Karachi)
April 30, 1981.

A question that arises is, what ia the need of achieving
proficiency in English? Honestly speaking, there is none;
but if in the country an anamolous situation exists, there
is then a definite need of acquiring proficiency in English.
To get a better picture of the situation, this controversial
issue should be viewed in a perspective, where there exists
a presumptuous supremacy of English in the daily walk of
life, and it is held by a strong belief that a proficient
knowledge of English helps in paving a smooth way into the
tor society, or it proves a valuable asset in acquirihg
lucrative employment.

Psychologically, English is ingrained in our life, and if
there is a genuine and conscious aim to replace it by Urdu,
it should be done under a phased programme at all levels
71 national infrastructure. Rowevvr, if there exists a
doubt in executing this plan effectively, or it leads to
the development of anamolies then this laudable plan should
be abandoned.

84. KHURSHIO, Abdus Salam. Qaumi zaban Ka Masfala (The problem
of National Language) ---- Mashriq ((arant,i) April 24, 1981 (U).

If Urdu is to be introduced as an official language, an
order has to be passed to stop the teaching of English at
the English medium schools with immediate effect. The English
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medium !schools should abide by the decision that all schools'
whether government or private should teach English only fromthe claim they have been 'allowed. There should b. mó dins:vacsin syllabus of a private and * government school. It is alsonecessary that Urdu ia made the medium of instruction up tillB.A. All the teachers belonging to the universities shouldbe able to teach'their subject through the medium of Urdu*.It is also suggested that Urdu should be made the modiumcf
of instruciion in Pc.kistan Administrative Staff College and
in Academy for Administrative Training. Urdu should also bemade compulsory 4411.91614 the Government officers and employees.

85. LAU, Jacob E. English Teaching ---- Pakistan Times (Rawalpindi)April 28, 1981.

If we really believe that English is the language of
reasearch in moat modern disciplines of eoctal and physical
sciences, our approach to teaching it should be more pragmatic
rind purposeful. If we are clear about the goals we have
before us, in the teaching of Engliph the work tall becomeeasier. /n teaching English, we have to impart to our Students
four skills, namely, (0 listening comprehension, (ii) reading
comprehension, (iii) speaking ability and, (iv) writing
ability. Listening comprehension can be imparted by requiring
the students to answer question about a speech or a passage
which has been read out to them. Reading comprehension comes
through prnctice in precise writing at first and then writing
articlee, reviews and book reviews, especially of books
whose exhaustive notes are not available. Speaking skill can
be acquired only by speaking. There should be time for
classroom exercises and the examinntions should include viva
voce tests. Lastly, the students can acquire writing skill
by classroom practice. In classroom situation the students
dc not have access to any material,which they can use for
help. Thi-atypo of study of English will help the students
in their study of difficult subjects.

86. MALIK, Qayyum. English! English! English ---- Dawn (Karachi)
June 239 1981.

The demand for more English is not exclusiyely confined to
the urper strata in our society. Lower middle class families
are also very keen on sending their children to English-
medium schools, but the high fees discourage them. Pakistani
parents pre not anti-Urdu. But they attach more importance to
English in view of the situation obtaining in our country
wherein the chances of success of a young man in life are
linked with hie proficiency in English. The educational



authoriifes, on the other hand, are taking active steps to
rive more importance to Urdu in our educational system.
The educational authorities seem to be guided by the belief
that in our national affairs Urdu would gradually and
successfully take the place of English if less importance
is attached to the foreign language in the educationai system,
The reality of the situation does not, however, lend strength
tolhis belief.

87. MOIR, Iqbal. Medium of /nstruction Dawn (Karachi) April 259
1981.

Urdu is our national language. Any discussion, therefore, about
the merits of Urdu as thevedium of instruction is unnecessary.
However, why do we have to make it Urdu verses Englith.
Through an accident of history we possess the advantage of
having a sizable number of excellent teachers and inititutions,
either imparting knowledge in English as the medium of
instruction or having the Cambridge University syllabus, which
at the momnt is certainly superior to ours at all comparative
elvels. Why must we lose it..English is one of the key
languages for the attainmentZnf advanced science and
technology. The Government of Pakistan should direct the
Ministry to mninain A status quo in the matter.

Once we 'rench the atape where fluency in Urdu becomea the
criterion fnr selection to aurerior services of Pakiatan or
when Urdu is actually used by the Government offices, some of'
these English medium institutions may die their natural death.

88. NAVIWAL, A.S. Urdu AB Medium of Instruction ---- morning News
(Karachi) April 171 1981.

Of courae English can have a place with other second
lnnguages and students who want to learn English can do,- ,

so. one paper nf Enplish should continue from class VI
onwards. It is reported in the paper that the national
lnnguage authority has aUbmitted three years' plan for the
introduction of Urdu fug official language. /f we still delay
in having Urdu as our nationnl language and do not commit
ouraelves to accord a due place to Urdu we would be betraying
rur children, our culture and our precious inheritance.

89. NIZAMI, Zeba. Medium of instruction ---- pawn (Karachi) May 16,
1981.

To adopt Urdu ns the medium of instruction does not mean
doirg away with English. In fact, English ahould be retained r
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as a compulsory subjct and introduced in the educational
systei at an early stage, so that our atudents are familiar
with an important foreign language as well, and have access
to the reading material available in it that may be of use
to them. The .new educational policy should provide for even
better knowledge of Inglish than hitherto, alongwith general
improvement in educational itandards. But to start tenc ing
a child with nnilish as medium, is against all principl a
of education, aLd nost uleair to the child. Likewise, tti
preach'that Urdu should be discarded es the medium of
instruction at higher stages, shows a mistrust of the language
and our ni4ional capabilities. Not to spar of the West,
none of the Eastern countries that are ahead of las -in
education and scientific progress have adopted such a senseless
course, though they learn foreign languages and can very
well.communicate with the rest of the world. English aa a
medium of instruction is a positive handicap for the student
rather than an advantage.

90. RAHMAN, A. Urdu As Medium.of Instruction ---- Morning News
(Karachi) April 13, 1981.

yor the first time in the hiatory of Pakistan, the government
has introduced Urdu as the medium of instruction in our schools.
One wonders why it ia obligatorY in our private schools that
children from nursery classes up to Metric should be instructed
through the medium of Engliah. It is only in Paki tan that
English is the medium of instruction not all oveY he world.
As a matter of fact, these children in Enrlish me t. lm schools
only cram - they never learn. Of course Engliah is an
international language. One paper of English should continue,
from clasa V/ onwards. But to teach every subject, Social
Studies, science, Math. tc. through the medium of English,
besides four more languages - English, Arabic, Urdu and
Sandhi is a heavy burden on young children, and will simply
retard their mental development. Private schools are still
continuing English an the medium of instruction, under one
pretext or the other. Government should issue instructions
to private schools to change their medium of instruction
to Urdu in all subjects from crass VI.
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